da0791 – Thanksgiving Set

Click here to purchase da0791 Thanksgiving Set Bisque

NOTE: BC means Basecoat; DB means Dry Brush: HL means High Light; WB means Wipe Back
using #763 Antique Media; PB means Pat Back with soft cloth. Spray means spray with Matte Spray.
NOTE: Always refer to picture for placement of colors.
BC all pieces #904 Light Grey. Antique with #1001 Bark. Use Antique Media to WB & HL.
Pilgrim Boy & Girl: DB skin #948 Bamboo Beige. With dirty brush, DB lips and cheeks with #941
Lt Terra. HL the lips #914 Dusty Rose. DB #933 Little Boy Blue above eyes. Paint eyes #900
White, iris #906 Cocoa Brown, pupils, lashes & lash line #902 Black. HL #900 White. Using #906
Cocoa Brown to paint tiny hair-like strokes on the eyebrows.
DB her hair #951 Navajo, HL #938 Fawn and then lightly with #911 Country Rush. DB his hair with
#940 Toffee, HL with #907 Caramel and lightly with #953 Vanilla.
DB #953 Vanilla on their collars & cuffs and on her apron, hat & socks. DB #908 Tawny Beige on
her dress and his hat and coat. DB #951 Navajo on his hat band, belt & pants & on her shoes. Paint
tiny stitches with #908 Tawny Beige around the edge of collars, cuffs and hats with #909 Gentle Flesh,
HL one edge of each leaf with #907 Caramel, then this same edge with #931 Medium Yellow. DB the
remaining edges of each leaf with #911 Country Rust, then with a little #910 Scarlet Red. Paint the
berries solidly with #911 Country Rust, when dry, paint a tiny c-stroke of #916 Sunset Orange above
the berry centers. Paint a dot of #903 Smoke in each berry center. Paint #903 Smoke on the stems
and tendrils. DB his shoes with #940 Toffee, HL lightly with #948 Bamboo Beige.
DB one patch on each Pilgrim with #940 Toffee, then with #907 Caramel. Paint wide stripes both
vertically and horizontally on this patch with #951 Navajo. Paint a thin stripe of #911 Country Rust
next to each stripe, paint a thin tripe of #909 Gentle Flesh on the other side of the wide stripe. Paint a
thin wavy line of #948 Bamboo Beige between the thin stripes vertically only. DB the other patches
with #909 Gentle Flesh. Decorate these patches with brush print flowers; petals are #907 Caramel,
leaves are #951 Navajo, centers are #911 Country Rust. DB #909 Gentle Flesh on the chairs (Pilgrims
and Indians). HL with #940 Toffee. DB #948 Bamboo Beige on the edges and onto the edges of
each board so they look worn. Solidly paint #911 Country Rust in the hearts on the chairs.

Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the eyes, berries, fingernails, over gold and on the hearts. Paint two
coats of #971 Gold on his buckles and buttons on cuffs.
Indian Boy & Girl: DB #941 Light Terra on the skin. With dirty brush, tip into #948 Bamboo
Beige and HL the skin. DB #715 Burgundy on the lips, cheeks and a little across their headbands
lightly. PB to HL. DB Royal #714 Teal above the eyes. Paint the eyes #900 White, irises #908
Tawny Beige, pupils, lashes & lash lines #902 Black. DB #940 Toffee on clothes, shoes and their
headbands. HL the clothes and shoes with #948 Bamboo Beige, HL the fringe with #953 Vanilla
lightly. Referring to photo, DB part of the triangles with #907 Caramel & part with #909 Gentle
Flesh. DB the feathers with #948 Bamboo Beige, then with #953 Vanilla. Referring to photo: paint
stripes on feathers with #909 Gentle Flesh & #911 Country Rust. Paint #902 Black solidly on their
hair; when dry, HL with #903 Smoke and lightly with #951 Navajo. Paint the ties on the girl’s
ponytails with #911 Country Rust solidly. Using a stylus, decorate the triangle designs with three dots
of #911 Country Rust on the #909 Gentle Flesh Triangles and three dots of #953 Vanilla on the #907
Caramel triangles.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the eyes, fingernails and her ponytail ties.
Puppy: DB #951 Navajo heavily around the eyes, on ears, paws and tip of tail. DB the remaining
areas with #940 Toffee, HL with #948 Bamboo Beige & #953 Vanilla. DB #953 Vanilla lightly over
the #951 Navajo. DB #950 Victorian Clay on cheeks lightly. DB #933 Little Boy Blue on eyelids.
Lashes are #903 Smoke. Paint nose #902 Black.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on nose.
Kitten: DB #940 Toffee on kitten, HL with #907 Caramel lightly. DB #950 Victorian Clay in ears,
on cheeks and nose. DB #953 Vanilla on snout, paws, tip of tail, edges of ears, around eyes and chest.
HL the same areas with a little #900 White. DB #933 Little Boy Blue on eyelids. HL the nose with
#934 Just Peachy. The lashes are #903 Smoke.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer to the nose.
Stump Table Base: DB #951 Navajo on the stump, HL with #908 Tawny Beige & lightly with #940
Toffee. Follow the instructions for painting the leaves, stems and berries as directed on the Pilgrims’
hats. DB the squirrel with #938 Fawn, HL with #911 Country Rust. DB #940 Toffee on the paws,
snout, around the eyes and tips of ears. HL with #953 Vanilla on the same areas. DB #715 Burgundy
on cheeks. Paint eyes #900 White, irises are #908 Tawny Beige, pupils, lashes & nose are #902
Black. Paint a tiny dot of #900 White in each pupil. Paint #903 Smoke in the opening around the
squirrel’s head.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the eyes, nose & berries.
DB #948 Bamboo Beige lightly on plates, glasses, cider jug, turkey platter, the chunks of potatoes on
the platter, the bread, the bones on the turkey, the bones in the dog dish and the outside of the other two
bowls, then DB all these same areas with #953 Vanilla. Decorate the plates, glasses and the outside of
the two bowls with three teardrop brush prints with a dot at the bottom of each cluster using #951
Navajo. Paint the top of the cider jug with two coats of #951 Navajo. DB the table top and edge the
same as the chairs.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer to turkey bones and bones in dog dish.

Bread Basket: DB the basket with #940 Toffee, HL with #907 Caramel & lightly with #931
Medium Yellow. Paint the crusts on the bread with #908 Tawny Beige. Thin a little #909 Gentle
Flesh and paint the humps on the top of the slices.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the top edge of each slice.
Pie: DB the crust with #940 Toffee, HL with a little #907 Caramel, then with #948 Bamboo Beige
lightly. Paint #910 Scarlet Red in the X’s on the top of the pie.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the X’s. Paint the pie pan solidly with #972 Silver (2 or 3 coats).
Bowl of Cranberries: DB the cranberries with #912 Wine, HL with #910 Scarlet Red.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the berries.
Double Bowl of Green Beans & Corn: DB the green beans with #920 Moss Green, paint each green
bean separately with #919 Clover Green. DB #907 Caramel on the corn, HL with #931 Medium
Yellow.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the corn and on each green bean.
Dog Dish: Paint the dish solidly with #911 Country Rust.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the Dish.
Cat Dish: Mix #946 Whisper Blue and a little #972 Silver and DB the fish with this mixture. Paint a
“+” in the eye with #902 Black. DB #909 Gentle Flesh heavily on the dish.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the dish.
Turkey: DB with #940 Toffee; with #940 Toffee in the brush, tip into #909 Gentle Flesh and HL the
breast, drumsticks, wings & tail. With this mixture in the brush, tip into #938 Fawn and HL these
same areas with this mixture.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer to bones.
Turkey Platter: DB #909 Gentle Flesh on the carrots, HL with #916 Sunset Orange. HL the potato
chunks with #900 White. DB #912 Wine on the apples, HL with #910 Scarlet Red.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on the apples.
Bushel Basket & Pumpkin: DB #940 Toffee on the basket, HL with #948 Bamboo Beige and
lightly with #953 Vanilla. DB #909 Gentle Flesh on the pumpkin, HL the top part of each section
with #916 Sunset Orange. DB #919 Clover Green on the stem, HL with #907 Caramel. DB the
apples as directed for the apples on the platter.
Spray. Apply Glossy Sealer on each apple separately.
Paint the tops of the silverware with two coats of #972 Silver. Paint the handles with #951 Navajo
solidly. Apply Glossy Sealer to the handles.

Use glue to glue the tops of the “Sweet Tots” to the bottoms, the table top to the base and all of the food
and dishes in place. Use hot glue to attach the bows (not included with bisque) on the Pilgrims, dog &
cat.
Click here to order da0791 Paint Kit
Click here to order Kimple Paints
Individual Colors:
701 Black
714 Teal
715 Burgundy
763 Antique Media
900 White
902 Black
903 Smoke
904 Lt Grey (2)
906 Cocoa Brown
907 Caramel
908 Tawny Beige
909 Gentle Flesh
910 Scarlet Red
911 Country Rust
912 Wine
914 Dusty Rose
916 Sunset Orange
919 Clover Green
920 Moss Green
931 Med Yellow
933 Little Boy Blue
934 Just Peachy
938 Fawn
940 Toffee
941 Lt. Terra
946 Whisper Blue
948 Bamboo Beige
950 Victorian Clay
951 Navajo
953 Vanilla
971 Gold
972 Silver
1001 Bark
Glossy Sealer
Matt Spray

